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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that i, 

residing at Randers, Denmark, have in 

O 

i vented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Methods of Operating Combus 
tion-Engines, of which the following is a 
specification. . . 
The present, invention relates to a method 

of operating combustic engines, in partic: 
ular such for liquid fueis, which method 
affords a considerably moie advantageous 
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thermal utilization of the fuel over the 
methods hitherto known at a very great 
simplicity of the design of the engine. The 
acceptance of this method renders the use of 
many parts dispensable, which were hither 
to considered as drawbacks in engines of a 
similar kind; as for instance-she compressor 
for the injection air of the “Diesel engine 
the ignition cap of the “Brons engine”, the 
glowhead with heating lamp and the de 
vices for the dripping cooling water in the 
“glowhead engine, the carbureter devices 
for liquid fuels in “carbureter engines' and 
thelike. Notwithstanding the simplicity of 
the mechanism required for its performance, 
the novel method allows of the use of easily 
or not easily volatile fuels, and owing to the 
high ratio the compression of a good thermal 
utilization of fuel, whether the engines be 
constructed on the four-cycle, the two-cycle. 
system or in any other manner. 
My invention will be more clear by re 

ferring to the accompanying drawing which 
forms part of this specification and in which 
the new method is exemplified, Figures 1 to 
6 being diagrams showing the several po 
sitions of the piston With the piston gear and Fig. 7 being a diagram of the pres 
sures, corresponding positions in the differ 
ent figures being indicated by correspond 
ing reference characters. 
The essential feature of the present in 

vention is as follows: During a stroke of 
the engine, and preferably during the com 
pression stroke a part of the fuel required 
for the respective operation is introduced 
in a mechanically diffused condition, that 
is without any diffusing air, for instance by 
means of a diffusing nozzle into the áir 
already contained in the engine cylinder (it 
being immaterialwhéther such ?ir hasen 
tered inte, the cylinder with four-cycle en 
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gin?s by the suction stroke or with two-cycle 
engines as scavenging air); the thus intro 
duced portion of the fue charge will form 
with the air in the engine cylinder a purely 
mechanically produced mixture of fuel and 
air. It is not necessary that this mixture 
is inflammable, particularly when a got 
readily volatile fuel is used. As with the 
progress of the compression also the heat 
of the compression will increase, the hither 
to only mechanically, diffused particies of 
fuel will be evaporated and form with the 
air a mixture of fuel vapor and air, which 
at a given ratio of the mixture will become 
inflaininable at a higher compression. 

this mixture when the compression heat. 
rises still further, one or several further 

the mechanically diffused fuel 
are introduced during the further compres 
sion period into the already existing six 
ture of fuel and air. This renewediatre. 
duction of fuel, the saline as the previous 
one, has first of all the object to absorb the 
heat of the mixture of fuel and air, by its 
evaporation, and besides to enrich the mix 
ture to the favorable ratio. By suitably ar 
ranging the giantity injected, the moment, 
of the injection and the process of the in 
jection the moment of theignition (in con 
sequence of the compression heat) cara be 
controlled at will in the neighborhood of 
the upper dead center. Without such re 

n. 
order to prevent a premature ignition of 
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newed introduction of fuel the moment of f 
the ignition eould not be accurately deter 
mined, and this would cause the engine to 
knock in running. Besidés it would be“ 
necessary to employ a lower ratio of the 
compression in order to avoid premature 
ignitions, so that a less favorable utilization . 
of the fuel would result. Lastly the igni 
tion of such a mixture of fuel and air would 
be a sudden one and result, in a correspond 
ing pointed diagram. As, now, the subse 
quently, introduced fuel has not as much 
time at disposal to evaporate as the portion 
which was first introduced, before the igni 
tion occurs, there will be a combustion going 
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on even after the ignition, and this will 
result in the diagram being fuller instead 
of pointed; on the other hand this will in 
sure a more silent running of the engine; 
The above mentioned continuous introduc 
tions may also be replaced by individual, 
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sl: c’t injections of a corresponding dura 
tion. The indiyilial injections inlay also 
pass over into each other by the injections 
in the intermediate space of time being 

5 Weaker or Snaller. After Stich therHö 
mechanical ignition and expansion the ex 
haust gases are renoved from the engine 
cylinder and the latter is filled with air be 
fore commencement of the next compres 
sion period in known nainnei the sailine as 
with the four-cycle, two-cycle or other en 
gines. 
With the new method ino special appara 

tus, such as high presstre compressors, etc., 
are required. The greater polition of the 
fue is here introdced at a low pressure, 
for instance already at the outer dead centel' 
of the compression sti'oke, under circulin 
stances even still earlie'. Consequently the 

20 fuel has ample time to evaporate and e 
sides only a smal annol nt of heat . corre 
sponding to the Smal quantity of fiel can 
be absorbed from the inixt Lie, so inuch the 
more the compression has to produce oily 
the ignition temperature ad not tine com 
bustion temperature. The compression gay 
before reaching the ignition temperatai'e of 
the only diffused mixture and Gwing to the 
cooling effect of the additional fuel injec 
tion be carried, in favor of a better utiliza 
tion of the fuel much higher. By the nix 
ture of fuel and air, besides, being obtained 
by the first fuel jinjection being made di 
rectly into the air in the cylinder at airnog 
pheric pressure approximately, a good econ. 
ony of the method is insured. Lastily, the 
new method is remaikable for its simplicity. 
?Besides the Timore advaRintageois Production 
of the mixture within the engine cylinder, 
a suitably gaged remainder of the fuel is 
introduced before the moment, at which the 
fuelis ignited by the compression heat, As 
hereinbefore stated, the second injection has 
a heat absorbing effect on the mixture and 
will prevent the self-ignition of the same 
before the desired inoment of ignition. By 
suitably determining the quantity of fuel 
and arranging the moment of the injec 
tions it is possible to reduce the cooling 
efect of the subsequent fue injections and 
give the same more the character of an in 
troduction of an ignition fuel for inducing 
the ignition. 

Let us follow the different steps of the öö operation of the engine. According to dia 
gram Fig.1''' the interior of the engine cyl 
inder is filled with air at atmospheric pres 
sure; the stroke of the piston is marked J. 
Fig. 2 shows the commencement of the corn 

99 pression, stroke. In the position b, for in 
stance, it'll particles which have been dif 
fused at a are injected through nozzie linto 
he air in the cylinder. According to Fig. 
3 the fuel p3rticles distributed in the air at 

95 e commence to evaporate with the increasiya? 
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gines with liquid fuel, which is ignited by 
the cox agression heat, consisting in firs; in 

8 4: i. 

compression eat and con vert the origiiiiiy 
necianical mixture into an ignitiible mix 
ture, which is represented in Fig. 4 at e after 
evaporation by the compression heat. For 
still fuitiet increasing ike Compression, the ? 
1'emaintie' of the fuel is injected into the 
mixture of fiel and air according to. Fig. 5 
from f to 2, whereby heat is absorbed fron 
said iiixture. During the further rise of 
te cºmpression the nuixture is furtiver en — ‘š 
liched until a suitaile ratio of mixture is 
i'eached; close to the inner dead center posi 
tion of the piston according to Figs. 5 and 3 
it. Wiii tile ignite by the compression heat. 
Fig. 7 represets the process in the cylinder 
by a diagrari. Without changing the op 
eration also fuels of different quality can be 
introduced at the two subsequen, fue in 
jections instead of one single kind of fiel. 
in particular aii easily volatile fuel may be 
introduced first and subseq:ently a less 
easily volatile fiel, or such introductions 
pref? rabiy Sewera? injection inozz?es aire em 
played, in particuliar when the combustion 
charabers are arge. Örne of the Nozzles, 
pecially, the one intended for injeci ing tine 
less easily voia, iie liquid may be supplied 
Ywith compressed vir or o??aer freans for 'di 
fusing the feet. in this case he first part 
of the fuei is nevertheless injected into tie 
cylinder in a mechanically diffused for 
without 3: 8 dišichai : 

'fi: Í & aiii) sJac degi 
ters fašie:š is: 

1. ??- ?od & xpertg c????????, e 
gines Wi?i, liquid fel, which is ignited by 
the coilpi'ession heat, consisting in first in 
troduicing a, qtil antity of fuel withoui air irr 
a mechanically diffused forgia into the air" 
contained in the engine cylinder, congress 
ing the Sanne during the compression strale 
and thereby causing it to mix with the ai 
and tG evaporat? and thereupon ändå be?or3 . 
the completion of compression stroke intre 
feing a predetermined additions quantity 
Of mechanically diffused fuel without air 
into the existing mixture, to enrich the latter 
and postpone the nonent of self ignition. 

2. A nethod of operation combustion en 
gines with liquid fuel, which is ignited by 
the coin pression heat, consisting in first in. 
troducing a quantity of easily voia&ile fuel 
Without air in a mechanically diffused form 
into the air contained in the engine cylinder, 
their compressing the said fuel, caising it 
to mix with the said air and to evaporate, and 
there upon and before the completion of corn. 
pression stroke introducing a predetermined 
additional quantity of less easily volatile 
fuel into the existing inixture for enriching 3. 
the letter and postponing the monent of 
Self ignition. . . · : , 

3. A lethod of operating combustion en 
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troducing a quantity of easily volatile fuel 
required for a charge, without air, in a mé 
chanically diffused form into tine air con 
tained in the engine cylinder, compressing 
the said fuel and causing it-to, mix with the 
said air and to evaporate and thereupon 
and before the completion of compression 
stroke introducing the predetermined ad 
ditional quantity of mechanically diffused 
fuel without air in several stages into the 
existing mixture for enriching the same and 
postponing the moment of self ignition. 

4. A method of operating combustion en 
gines with liquid fuel, which is ignited by 
the compression heat, consisting in first in 
troducing a quantity of easily volatile fuel 
required for a charge without air, in a me 
chanically diffused formiato the air con 
tained in the engine cylinder, compressing 
the said fuel and causing it to mix with the 
said air and to evaporate and thereupon and 
before the completion of compression stroke 
introducing a predetermined additional 
quantity of fuel in several stages into the 
existing mixture for enriching the same and 

last 

3. 

postponing the moment of self ignition, the 
portion of the fuel being injected at 

the commencement of the working stroke. 
5. A method of operating combustion en 

gines with liquid fuel, which is ignited by 
the compression heat, consisting in first in 
troducing a quantity of easily volatile fuel 
required for a charge, without air, in a me 
chanically diffused form into the air con 
tained in the engine cylinder, compressing 
the said fuel and causing it to mix with the 
said air and to evaporate, and thereupon and 
before the completion of compression stroke 
introducing a predetermined additional 
quantity of less easily volatile fuel of differ 
ent kind into the existing mixture for en 
riching the same and 
of self ignition. 

În testimony whereof I afix my signature 
in presence of two witnesses. 

HANS HENRICH HEI N. 
Witnesses: - WoIDEALAR HAUPT, 

HENRY HASPEI. 
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